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Abstract

tructures.
The spreading of WSs and SOC in several application
domains and their use in increasingly critical settings ask
for a level of dependability that current approaches cannot
assure. The verification and validation techniques available
for traditional software must be adapted and extended to
deal with the new problems arising in these cases.
Considerable attention has been recently drawn by
model checking as a practical approach to software verification. Although the idea of formally verifying software
has been around for decades, it failed to become common
practice. Model checking is an automatic approach that may
indeed favor this transition. Model checking [10], born as a
practically efficient technique for automated verification of
hardware systems, can also be a good candidate for verification and validation in the context of SOC. A model checker,
provided in input with a model of a system and a certain desirable property, verifies if the system satisfies the property;
if the property does not hold, the model checker reports a
counterexample, showing an execution where the property
fails.
The application of model checking to SOC raises numerous research challenges, because systems are intrinsically
distributed and the environment in which they run has to be
taken into account (i.e. modeled as well).
The work described in this paper focuses on verifying
WS compositions through a workflow (also called orchestrations). Workflow-based compositions provide new services by composing existing services. We need to verify
compositions because they must provide dependable services.
This paper proposes B PEL 2B IR, a tool for model checking WS compositions described in the BPEL4WS [1] workflow language, which has become the de-facto standard for
defining WS orchestrations. Model checking is performed
by using the Bogor model checker. Our approach provides
full coverage of BPEL4WS constructs and generates very

The increasing diffusion of service oriented computing in
critical business transactions demands reliability and correctness of the workflow logic representing web service orchestrations.
We present an approach for the formal verification of
workflow-based compositions of web services, described
in BPEL4WS. Workflow processes can be verified in isolation, assuming that the external services invoked are known
only through their interface. It is also possible to verify
that the actual composition of two or more processes behaves correctly. We can verify deadlock freedom, properties
expressed as data-bound assertions written in WS-CoL, a
specification language for web services, and LTL temporal
properties. Our approach is based on the software model
checker Bogor, whose language supports the modeling of
all BPEL4WS constructs.
We provide an empirical evaluation of our approach and
we compare the results with other BPEL4WS model checking tools.

1. Introduction
In recent years, Web Services (WSs) have been proposed
as a practical approach to the development of distributed
applications supporting virtual information systems for networked enterprises. Numerous technologies have been developed to support WSs and standardization efforts have
been initiated, with substantial industrial support. More
generally, there has been a growing interest in Service Oriented Computing (SOC) and Service Oriented Architectures. SOC can be defined as an approach to distributed
computing that views software resources as dynamically
discoverable services available on the network, supporting
interoperability of heterogeneous applications and infras1

3. Related Work

compact models. Additionally, it offers the possibility of
analyzing stand-alone BPEL4WS processes as well as compositions of web-based processes. These features make our
approach an improvement over previously published works
that deals with BPEL4WS verification, as we discuss in
Sect. 3.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a
brief description of the Bogor model checker. In Section 3
we survey related work. In Section 4 we illustrate our approach for model checking BPEL4WS workflows with Bogor and then in Section 5 we discuss experimental results.
Finally, in Section 6 we draw some conclusions and present
guidelines for future investigations.

Research on formal verification of web services is quite
recent, but has attracted considerable attention. In this section we review the state of the art in verification, focusing
on model checking approaches.
An initial attempt has been described in [25]. Flows are
described in WSFL [24] and translated into Promela, the
input language of the SPIN model checker [20]. By following this approach, one can verify reachability, deadlockfreedom and application-specific properties.
WSAT, a framework for analyzing interaction of composite web services is presented in [14] and [15]. The interactions of composite web services are modeled as conversations, keeping track of exchanged messages. BPEL4WS
specifications of web services are translated into an intermediate representation, an XPath-guarded automaton augmented with unbounded queues for incoming messages.
This model is then translated into Promela and LTL properties, which can be also derived from XPath expressions, are
checked with the SPIN model checker.
The Zing model checker [2] is reported1 to check for errors in sets of web services, whose behavior is described in
BPEL4WS.
The Verbus verification framework [4] is a modular and
extensible framework for the verification of business processes. Thanks to an intermediate formalism, the framework is not tied to specific process definition languages or
verification tools. The support for the BPEL4WS language
is partially complete: missing constructs are the compensation activity and event handlers. The current version of the
prototype performs activity reachability analysis and supports verification of such properties as invariants, goals, activity pre- and post-conditions, as well as generic properties
defined in temporal logic.
Nakajima [26] proposes a method to extract the behavioral specification from a BPEL4WS process and to analyze it by using the SPIN model checker. A finite state
automaton extended with variable annotations (definitions
and updates) is used as an intermediate representation. This
approach provides only a partial support for BPEL4WS,
which does not deal with fault/event handlers and compensation activities. The tool checks for deadlock freedom and
verifies user-defined LTL properties.
In [28], an operational semantics is provided for a subset
of the BPEL4WS language, which is then mapped onto a
network of Timed Automata, verified using Uppaal [8].
Other authors use different computational models for
verifying BPEL4WS processes. Petri Nets are used in [31],
where a Petri Net semantics is provided for BPEL4WS. The

2. The Bogor Model Checker
Bogor [29] is a model checking framework developed at
Kansas State University. The input language of Bogor is
called BIR, Bandera Intermediate Representation. BIR provides constructs found in modern programming languages,
such as dynamic thread and object creation, exception handling, virtual functions, recursive functions and garbage
collection. Moreover, a low-level version of the intermediate representation, named low-level BIR, consists of a
guarded command transition system language with explicit
locations, explicit guards, sequence of statements comprising a transition action, and explicit transitions.
The BIR data model contains both primitive types (such
as boolean, int) and non-primitive types (record,
array, lock). For record types, sub-type declarations and
virtual methods are also supported. The language is statically strongly typed. The memory model disallows pointer
arithmetic and supports object reclamation through garbage
collection.
To overcome the state explosion problem [10], typical
of model checking, Bogor implements some well known
optimization/reduction strategies, such as data and thread
symmetry [12], collapse compression [30] and partial order
reduction [16].
Bogor’s main feature is extensibility, both in terms of
input language and model checking algorithms. It has
an open, modular architecture that supports the development of extensions via new algorithms and optimizations,
to improve core tasks, such as state-encoding, and stateexploration. Several extensions have been implemented.
Besides partial-order reduction, state-encoding and different search strategies, there are extensions to support different property languages (regular expressions, LTL and
CTL, JML), several domains (multi-threading and Swing
libraries, event-based Java programs, CORBA-based avionics systems). In our group we also designed Bogor extensions to model event-based service-oriented architectures
based on the Publish/Subscribe paradigm [6].

1 According to the presentation available at http://research.
microsoft.com/zing/zing-overview.ppt.
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net resulting from the translation is then validated with the
LoLA [32] model checking tool.
Process algebras are used in [13] and [22]. In [13], web
service compositions are verified against properties created from design specifications and implementation models.
Specifications, in the form of Message Sequence Charts,
and implementations, in the form of BPEL4WS processes,
are translated into the Finite State Process notation, which is
the input language for the LTSA (Labelled Transition System Analyzer) model checker. In [22], a process algebra,
the BPE-calculus, is used to abstract BPEL4WS control
flow. This calculus is used as input for a process algebra
compiler to produce a front-end for the concurrency workbench (CWB) [11], in which equivalence checking, preorder checking and model checking of processes are performed.
The work described in [21] proposes model checking of
composite web services expressed with OWL-S (Web Ontology Language for Web Services) [3], using an extended
version of Blast [19] tuned to support OWL-S concurrency.
Atomic web services are verified for predicate-bound properties.

Table 1. Comparison of BPEL4WS constructs
support
BPEL4WS constructs
basic + structured activitiesc
fault handler
event handler
compensation handler

B PEL 2B IR
yes
yes
yes
yes

Verbusa
yes
yes
no
no

Nakajimab
yes
no
no
no

a Data

taken from [4].
taken from [26].
c activities described in §11 and §12 of [1].

b Data

the whole composition, for example by proving that a certain temporal property on the exchange of messages among
business partners holds.
The choice of using Bogor in our approach comes from
the fact that its high-level input language allows the modeling of all constructs of BPEL4WS, providing a better support for the language with respect to other similar tools, as
reported in Table 1. Consider also that while our tool supports both intra-service and inter-services verification, [4]
and [26] support only the former, and [14] supports only the
latter, although it also supports all BPEL4WS constructs.
Furthermore, Bogor’s plugin-based architecture allows the
exploitation of several model checking techniques and the
customization for a particular domain. Although in this
work we report on the use of only the basic set of features offered by Bogor, the encouraging results obtained
(discussed in Section 5) suggest that we might develop
BPEL4WS extensions for Bogor, as we outline in Section 6.
Before illustrating the translation, we summarize the
main aspects that characterize our approach with respect to
existing ones :

4. Model Checking BPEL4WS with Bogor
Web services can be used as components to build highly
decentralized and evolvable system architectures [5]. Web
services live in an open world, they normally belong to different administrative domains, and may become available
dynamically. In such a case, the services retrieved from the
open environment and composed to build a higher-level service must be treated as black boxes. Their internal behavior
is not visible externally. The workflow process only knows
such services through their interface specification, which
describes their expected behavior. In such a case, we can
only verify a workflow as a stand-alone process, i.e. we perform intra-service verification, where external services are
abstracted by their specification. There are cases, however,
where we are allowed to open the black box. This may happen, for example, in the case of services developed within
the same department or consortium, or in the case of opensource services. In such cases, the dynamically published
services can be viewed as glass boxes, which expose their
internals. As a consequence, verification can take advantage of the detail information that becomes available as an
external service is viewed as a glass box. It is thus possible
to achieve inter-services verification, by formally analyzing
properties of service compositions.
This dual-mode approach can be exploited for the verification of local and global properties. Indeed, in the first
case one may be interested only in verifying data-bound or
reachability properties within the workflow of a single process. In the latter, verification may focus on the behavior of

• it supports the analysis of both a stand-alone
BPEL4WS process and of a composition of web-based
processes;
• it supports the specification and verification of properties described in WS-CoL and in Linear Temporal
Logic (see Section 4.2);
• it covers all of BPEL4WS constructs (except those
dealing with time);
• it uses a novel extensible model checker (Bogor);
• it offers significant efficiency gains, in term of the size
of the model, over previous verification systems.
The remaining parts of this section are structured as follows: Section 4.1 describes the translation from BPEL4WS
to a BIR model and Section 4.2 details some aspects of the
verification.
3

4.1. From BPEL4WS to BIR

Instead, when the inter-services view is considered, the
partnerLink construct plays an important role since it
defines the communication channel between two workflow
processes. Each communication channel in one direction of
a link is represented by a data variable of the same type of
the values exchanged along the channel, and a boolean variable acting as a semaphore for read/write access.
Also compensation assumes an important role in this view,
since compensation actions mainly involve external services. Compensation is translated by saving the pre-status
of the involved variables. In more detail, in a pre-processing
phase, all the elements embedded in a compensation are
listed and subsequently they are represented with variables
that remember their previous status. When a compensate
occurs, the recovery action with respect to other partners is
performed using old values.
The activities of a BPEL4WS process are mapped into
BIR as follows.
The assign activity is modeled by the BIR assignment
operator. The pick activity is translated by invoking a
function that models the occurrence of one of the events
being awaited; the function call sets a flag, which is
then evaluated in an if...then...elseif...else
statement to execute the body associated with the event
type. The blocking nature of the activity is not modeled.
Basic BPEL4WS control flow statements such as
sequence, switch, while, throw, empty,
terminate are trivially mapped to their equivalent
in BIR.
We model each wait activity in a simplified way
through a boolean flag. Since we do not model the time
passing, execution of the wait activity is modeled by setting the flag to true. This abstraction limits the use of wait
in the flow, since one cannot establish an order relation
among wait activities contained in the flow.
A flow activity flowi is translated into the invocation of the function launchAndWaitFlowi , which creates and starts a thread for each activity in the parallel flow,
and returns to the caller only when all the launched threads
terminate. The first actions performed by each thread correspond to the initial activity of each branch of flowi . The
other actions in the thread can depend on the value of their
incoming links, encoded in BIR by boolean variables corresponding to link transition conditions. In each thread, the
activities that are target of some links wait for the completion of the activities they depend on and then evaluate
the conditions carried by the links, using the join condition.
Each thread terminates by setting the variables corresponding to the transition condition of its outgoing links and calling the exit function.
The receive (invoke) activity is translated in two
different ways depending on the verification viewpoint. If
we consider an intra-service view, the receive (invoke,

B PEL 2B IR implements a translator which accepts as input a set of WSDL [33] and BPEL4WS files and outputs a
BIR model. The auto-generated BIR file can be then verified using Bogor.
A BPEL4WS process is mapped to a composition of
threads, where a thread models the main control flow of the
process and the other threads correspond to the activities
nested in the flow constructs of the process (more on this
later).
If we represent a service in isolation, the set of threads
are represented as a system, i. e. a Bogor verification unit,
and the thread that models the main control flow of the process is active. Instead, if we represent a composition of
services, the whole composition is a system, hence the
threads representing the main control flow of each process
are not active. In fact, the system has only one active thread
that just launches the main thread of each process in the
composition.
In general, a system contains:
• declarations of data types, which model the message
types handled by the process;
• declarations of exception types, which model faults in
the process;
• global variables, for modeling the data flow of the process;
• helper variables (e.g.
boolean flags), functions
and threads, supporting the translation scheme from
BPEL4WS to BIR.
Simple WSDL types, such as XML Schema [34] basic
types, are mapped to corresponding BIR primitive types;
structured WSDL messages are mapped to record types.
BPEL4WS constructs that are concerned with external
partners and do not modify the state of the process are not
relevant for the translation into BIR, according to the intraservice view. Literally, they are:
• partnerLink, which specifies the partner from/to
which a message is received/sent;
• reply activity, which models sending messages to
partners;
• correlation set, which associates the right instance of
the process with the partner that initiated it;
• compensation: compensation handlers operate on the
saved state to perform an undo operation with respect
to other partners.
4

BPEL4WS pseudo-code

BIR translation

receive(price);
if (price < 10000) then
if (price < 5000) then
--perform activity A
else
--perform activity B
else
//perform activity C

boolean price-less-10000;
boolean price-less-5000;
choose
when <true> do price-less-10000:=true;
when <true> do price-less-10000:=false;
end
if (price-less-10000) do
choose
when <true> do price-less-5000:=true;
when <true> do price-less-5000:=false;
end
if (price-less-5000) do
//translation of A
else do
//translation of B
else do
//translation of C

Figure 1. Example of variable abstraction
duces constants representing timer or message events.
When the first statement of a scope is entered, a new thread
is started. This thread, which runs until the last statement
of the scope is executed, retrieves a new event by invoking
the helper function. If the returned value matches one of
the messages declared in the event handler associated with
the scope, the thread executes the corresponding activity.
The translation details of non-trivial constructs are
summarized in Table 2.

respectively) is translated as an assignment to its input
(respectively, output) variable, since the behavior of external services is not modeled. The assignment is performed with a value either extracted non-deterministically
from the domain (in the case of boolean or restricted integer variables) by a “generative” code block, or provided
by the users. Alternatively, depending on the properties
they want to verify, users may also specify that a variable may be abstracted: i. e., each expression using a variable is substituted with a boolean predicate, assigned nondeterministically. This transformation is performed by applying a standard define-use chain analysis [27]. Figure 1
shows an example of abstraction, where the uses of variable
price generate two predicates, represented by the variables price-less-10000 and price-less-5000.
When the inter-services view is considered, the details of
the communication are known. In this case, the receive
activity (invoke and reply, respectively) is translated
using a guarded reading access (assignment, respectively)
to the channel data variable, with the guard being the channel semaphore.
BIR does not support nested blocks; local variables of
nested BPEL4WS scopes are declared as local variables
of the thread in which the scope is translated. However,
a try/catch block is generated to model the local fault
handler.
Each fault handler in a scope of a BPEL4WS process
is associated with a specific fault; we model this feature
of the language by declaring a new variable —named after
the fault name— of type throwable record, and by
appending to the try statement in the current scope a new
catch(var) clause matching the exception variable var
corresponding to the fault.
The notification of external events is modeled
by introducing in the model a helper function, the
eventGenerator, which non-deterministically pro-

4.2. Specifying and Verifying Properties
If no user-specified properties are provided, Bogor
checks the automatically generated model for deadlock
freedom. In our approach, users may also specify additional
properties using WS-CoL and Linear Temporal Logic.
WS-CoL is an assertion language defined in [7] for specifying monitoring expressions; it is based on JML [23],
with some conceptual and syntactical differences due to
the adaption to the world of web services. WS-CoL allows the designer to predicate on variables containing data
originating both within and outside the process. It uses
predefined variable functions depending on the variable’s
data type, it combines basic constraints through the use of
typical boolean operators and uses universal and existential
quantifiers. As opposed to JML, WS-CoL does not support
the keywords \old and \result. They are not needed
because service invocations cannot modify input parameters and because returned messages can be referred by their
names.
An example of a WS-CoL property is the following:
($msg/amount) > 0 && ($msg/amount) <=4,
which predicates over the variable msg, whose type is a
structured WSDL message having amount as a field of
type integer.
In our approach WS-CoL properties can be directly em5

Table 2. Translation scheme from BPEL4WS to BIR
name

BPEL4WS syntax

BIR syntax

pick

<pick ...>
<onMessage ...>
activityA
</onMessage>
<onAlarm ...>
activityB
</onAlarm>
</pick>

enum Pick1_T {message1, alarm1};
...
Pick1_T flag1;
...
flag1:= pick1();
if flag1 == Pick1_T.message1 do
activityA:
else do
activityB;
end

flow

fault

<flow ...>
activityA
activityB
</flow>

<faulthandlers>
<catch faultName="x:a">
activityA
</catch>
<catch faultVariable="x:b">
activityB
</catch>
</faulthandlers>

tid flow1_act1_tid;
tid flow1_act2_tid;
...
launchAndWaitFlow1();
...
function launchAndWaitFlow1() {
boolean temp0;
loc loc0: do {
flow1_act1_tid := start flow1_act1();
flow1_act2_tid := start flow1_act2();
} goto loc1;
loc loc1: do {
temp0:=threadTerminated(flow1_act1_tid)
&& threadTerminated(flow1_act2_tid);
} goto loc2;
loc loc2: when temp0 do{} return;
when !temp0 do{} goto loc1;
}
thread flow1_act1() {activityA; exit;}
thread flow1_act2() {activityB; exit;}

throwable record A;
throwable record B;
...
try
...
catch (A a) ...
catch (B b) ...
end

not exist yet, we decided to build our own by assembling
the published experiments that were used for the verifiers
we compare to.
Our suite is composed of three packages : 1) two examples coming with the Verbus distribution3 ; 2) the four examples described in the BPEL4WS standard; 3) the BPEL4WS
example of service composition included in the WSAT distribution4 .
The first two packages refer to intra-service verification,
while the third deals with inter-services verification. Hence,
the first two packages allow us to compare our tool with the
Verbus framework and Nakajima’s approach [26], while the
third supports a comparison with WSAT.
For the first and the third experiment, we used the numerical constants and integer domains specified in the files
of Verbus and WSAT distributions, respectively; for the sec-

bedded in the XML code of the BPEL4WS process and then
translated as assert statements in the BIR model.
We also support the verification of properties specified as linear temporal logic formulas, embedded in the
XML code of the BPEL4WS process, and then translated
in the BIR model. LTL verification is performed by using two extensions of Bogor, namely property-ltl and
property-buechi.

5. Experimental Results
We assembled a test suite of BPEL4WS processes that
we used to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach and
thus the “quality” of the automatically generated code, from
a model checking point of view.
Before defining our own test set, we checked whether
we could adopt some existing standard benchmark set of
workflows2 . Since, unfortunately, such a benchmark does
2 Such

Railroad Crossing problem [18] is a proposal for specifying and verifying
real time systems.
3 Available at http://www.it.uc3m.es/ jaf/verbus/.
˜
4 Available at http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/ su/WSAT/.
˜

as a benchmark exists in other areas. For example, Generalized
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will add further support for the wait activity embedded
in flow constructs. Moreover, we will provide a reversemapping from BIR to BPEL4WS, which will be useful
to show counterexample traces directly in the BPEL4WS
source code, instead of low-level BIR, as we currently do.
Furthermore, the definition of a formal semantics of both
BPEL4WS and BIR could help in proving a bi-simulation
between the two models, to formally assess the correctness
of our approach, which so far has only been informally derived from the proposed translation.
As for the model checking theory’s side, we plan to exploit Bogor’s extensibility for a further development. The
CEGAR (Counterexample Guided Abstraction Refinement)
[9] loop and predicate abstraction [17] state space reduction
techniques — which proved to be highly beneficial when
applied to software model checking — may be implemented
as Bogor plugins to improve verification efficiency.
Last, since our work is based on version 1.1 of
BPEL4WS, we plan to support the forthcoming release of
the language as soon as it will become the official standard.

Table 3. Comparison of outputs
Framework
Process
States
Bogor
SPIN
Olive
932
10508
Verbus
Orders
27
324
Purchase
24
2497
Shipping
22
216
Nakajima
Loan
1625
3516
Auction
24
57
WSAT
Loan + LTL 200181 980324

ond experiment, we used variable abstraction, as in [26]. In
the third experiment, we considered the LoanApproval
example and we verified the following LTL property:
 (♦ (approvalMsg = ’yes’ ∨ approvalMsg = ’fault’)),
which states that the loan approval process eventually will
reply either with an output message or a fault.
Experimental analysis of a prototype implementation
of B PEL 2B IR has been performed on a machine with a
1.7GHz Intel Pentium M processor and 512 MB RAM, running GNU/Linux; we used Bogor ver. 1.2.20060221 and
SPIN ver. 4.2.6.
The results of the experiments summarized in Table 3
show that in all cases our translation method provides a
more compact model, in terms of number of states, with
respect to other approaches. We do not provide memory
usage statistics since the value reported at the end of the
verification by Bogor is inconsistent5 , due to the lack of
good memory control/query in Java and the activity of the
garbage collector.
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